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Abstract
Pickands coordinates were introduced as a crucial tool for the investigation of bivariate
extreme value models. We extend their deﬁnition to arbitrary dimensions and, thus, we can
generalize many known results for bivariate extreme value and generalized Pareto models to
higher dimensions and arbitrary extreme value margins.
In particular we characterize multivariate generalized Pareto distributions (GPs) and
spectral d-neighborhoods of GPs in terms of best attainable rates of convergence of extremes,
which are well-known results in the univariate case. A sufﬁcient univariate condition for a
multivariate distribution function (df) to belong to the domain of attraction of an extreme
value df is derived. Bounds for the variational distance in peaks–over–threshold models are
established, which are based on Pickands coordinates.
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0. Introduction
Multivariate extreme value distributions arise in connection with extremes from
several dependent populations. Different to the univariate case, there is, however, no
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ﬁnite-dimensional parametrization in the higher-dimensional case. Characterizations
of multivariate extreme value distributions and their implications are, therefore,
main issues in multivariate extreme value theory, which is a relatively novel but
rapidly growing ﬁeld.
Work on the characterization of bivariate extreme value distributions in terms of
extreme value indices together with the spectral or angular measure started with
results by de Haan and Resnick [23]; see [8] for background material.
Another variant in terms of a copula or dependence function started with work by
Geffroy [18] and, ﬁnally, led to the Pickands [33] representation of a max-stable
distribution; see [1,17,34,37,40,41] for details. Further characterizations of extreme
value distributions are compiled in Section 5.6 [17], in Chapter 5 of [37] and in [5].
For well-organized accounts of the current state of research of the theory of
multivariate extreme value distributions we refer to Chapter 3 of [28] and to Chapter
8 of [4].
Let ðU ; VÞ be a bivariate random vector with Up0; Vr0: The random variables
C ¼ U þ V and Z ¼ U=ðU þ VÞ are the Pickands coordinates or Pickands transform
of ðU ; VÞ: These Pickands coordinates, which consist of a radial and an angular
component like Polar coordinates, turned out to be a crucial tool for the
investigation of bivariate extreme value models with an underlying max-stable or
extreme value (EV) distribution as well as for corresponding bivariate generalized
Pareto (GP) distributions.
Pickands [33] applied this technique in his proof of the Pickands representation of
a max-stable distribution function (df). Deheuvels [6] uses this representation to
compute the limiting covariance function of Pickands [33] estimate of the
dependence function. Nadarajah [31] uses the Pickands transform of ðU ; VÞ to
provide analytical results on the tail behavior of a bivariate df in the domain of
attraction of a bivariate EV. Coles [4, Section 8.3.2] applies Pickands coordinates to
show that the intensity of the limiting Poisson point process of the sequence of point
processes Nn ¼
P
ipneðnUi ;nViÞ; nAN; factorizes across radial and angular compo-
nents. This result goes back to de Haan [21]; see Corollary 5.7 below for a variant. By
ðU1; V1Þ; ðU2; V2Þ;y we denote independent copies of the rv ðU ; VÞ with EV G with
reverse exponential margins, and by ex the Dirac measure of a point x i.e., exðAÞ ¼ 1
iff xAA and 0 elsewhere. Cape´raa` et al. [3] investigate a nonparametric estimation
procedure for the EV G; which is based on Zi ¼ Ui=ðUi þ ViÞ; 1pipn: For further
applications such as the generation of pseudo random variables with EV G we refer
to Section 3 of [28].
In this paper we generalize Pickands coordinates to arbitrary dimensions
and we extend many of the known results for bivariate models to arbitrary
dimensions.
In the next section we deﬁne the Pickands coordinates in arbitrary dimensions and
establish various basic properties. We deﬁne GPs in arbitrary dimensions and extend
the spectral decomposition of a bivariate distribution to the multivariate case. Using
the spectral decomposition one can easily show, for example, that GPs occur as the
limit distribution of exceedances under an EV.
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Multivariate extensions of the well-known univariate d-neighborhoods of a GP are
introduced in Section 2. We show that the rate of convergence of the maxima in an
iid sample of size n is OðndÞ if and only if the underlying distribution is in the
spectral d-neighborhood of a GP. This result extends a bivariate characterization by
Falk and Reiss [14] and univariate results by Falk and Marohn [10] and Kaufmann
[27] to arbitrary dimensions.
The famous Gnedenko–de Haan Theorem provides necessary and sufﬁcient
conditions for a univariate df to belong to the domain of attraction of a univariate
EV, see e.g. [17]. The concept is less straightforward for the multivariate case, see
Section 3.2 of [28]. In Section 3 we will provide a comparatively simple univariate
condition, based on Pickands coordinates, for an arbitrary multivariate df H to
belong to the domain of attraction of an EV G with reversed exponential margins.
A characterization of GPs in terms of the best attainable rate of convergence of
the upper extremes in a sample, equally standardized, is given in Section 4. This
result extends a characterization of univariate GPs in [9] to arbitrary dimensions.
In Section 5 we will compute the distribution of the Pickands transform of a rv U
in Rd : We show that, in a Pickands d-neighborhood of a GP with uniform margins,
the radial and the angular component of the Pickands transform are asymptotically
independent as the radial component approaches 0. For a GP, they are independent,
if the radial component is greater than 1: These results entail the approximation of
the point process of the exceedances in peaks-over-threshold (POT) models by a
limiting process in variational distance, where the exceedances are deﬁned via the
radial components of the Pickands transform. As a special case we obtain a bound
for the rate of convergence of the Poisson process approximation in [4], mentioned
above.
In Section 6 we extend the results of Sections 2–5 to max-stable distributions with
arbitrary univariate extreme value margins.
1. Pickands coordinates in Rd
Let in the sequel ðX1;y; XdÞ be a d-dimensional rv, whose joint df G is max-stable
with each one dimensional margin being the reverse standard exponential
distribution i.e.,
PðXipxÞ ¼ expðxÞ; xp0; 1pipd:
Then G can be written as
Gðx1;y; xdÞ ¼ exp
Z
S
minðu1x1;y; udxdÞmðduÞ
 
; ð1Þ
where m is a ﬁnite measure on the d-variate unit simplex
S :¼ u ¼ ðu1;y; udÞA½0; 1d :
X
ipd
ui ¼ 1
( )
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having the propertyZ
S
uimðduÞ ¼ 1 for 1pipd: ð2Þ
The reverse implication is also true: For any measure m on S; which satisﬁes (2), the
function G deﬁned in (1) is a max-stable df with reverse standard exponential
margins [17,33,37].
Note that (2) implies that mðSÞ ¼ d:
1 ¼
Z
S
udmðduÞ ¼
Z
S
1
X
ipd1
uimðduÞ ¼ mðSÞ  ðd  1Þ:
We obviously have for x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞAðN; 0d ; xa0; the representation
GðxÞ ¼ exp ðx1 þ?þ xdÞD x1
x1 þ?þ xd ;y;
xd1
x1 þ?þ xd
  
; ð3Þ
where D : R :¼ fðt1;y; td1ÞA½0; 1d1 :
P
ipd1tip1g-½0;NÞ is the Pickands de-
pendence function
Dðt1;y; td1Þ :¼
Z
S
max u1t1;y; ud1td1; ud 1
X
ipd1
ti
 ! !
mðduÞ: ð4Þ
Note that we deﬁne the dependence function D of a d-variate extreme value
distribution on RCRd1: This is in accordance with the bivariate case, in which
case a df has a univariate dependence function D : ½0; 1-½0; 1: A different
multivariate approach with D being deﬁned on the unit simplex in Rd is considered
in [39]. We compile in the sequel various basic properties of the dependence function
D: For an account of the current state of research of multivariate extreme value
distributions we refer to Chapter 3 of [28] and to Chapter 8 of [4].
The dependence function D is obviously continuous with
DðeiÞ ¼ 1; 1pipd  1;
where ei ¼ ð0;y; 0; 1; 0;y; 0ÞARd1 is the ith unit vector in Rd1: This is immediate
from (2). Moreover, Dð0Þ ¼ 1 as well. The vectors ei; 1pipd  1; and 0ARd1 are
the extremal points of the convex set R:
We have, in addition, that DðtÞp1 for any t ¼ ðt1;y; td1ÞAR; which is also
immediate from (2). It is easy to see that D is a convex function i.e., we have for
v1; v2AR and lA½0; 1:
Dðlv1 þ ð1 lÞv2ÞplDðv1Þ þ ð1 lÞDðv2Þ:
We have, moreover, for arbitrary tAR
DðtÞXmax t1;y; td1; 1
X
ipd1
ti
 !
X
1
d
:
The ﬁrst inequality is immediate from (2), the second one follows by putting t1 ¼
? ¼ td1 ¼ 1=d:
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The minimum of the function D is attained for ð1=d;y; 1=dÞARd1:
Dðt1;y; td1ÞXD 1
d
;y;
1
d
 
¼ 1
d
Z
S
maxðu1;y; udÞmðduÞ;
if D satisﬁes the symmetry condition
Dðt1;y; td1Þ ¼ Dðs1;y; sd1Þ
for any subset fs1;y; sd1g of ft1;y; tdg; where td :¼ 1
P
ipd1ti: Without the
above symmetry condition on D; its minimum is not necessarily attained at
ð1=d;y; 1=dÞARd1; a counterexample is given in Section 3 of [12].
If the rv ðX1;y; XdÞ follows the max-stable df G; then the cases DðtÞ ¼ 1 and
DðtÞ ¼ maxðt1;y; td1; 1
P
ipd1 tiÞ; tAR; characterize the cases of independence
of X1;y; Xd and complete dependence.
Example 1.1 (Marshall–Olkin distribution in Rd). Let Z0;y; Zd be iid rvs with
common standard reverse exponential df. Put for lAð0; 1Þ
Xj :¼ max Zj
1 l;
Z0
l
 
; 1pjpd:
Then ðX1;y; XdÞ has a max-stable df with reverse exponential margins. Precisely, we
have for xjp0; 1pjpd
PðXjpxj; 1pjpdÞ ¼ expðð1 lÞðx1 þ?þ xdÞ þ lminðx1;y; xdÞÞ
¼: Glðx1;y; xdÞ:
The df Gl is a Marshall–Olkin [30] df in R
d with parameter lA½0; 1; where l ¼ 0 is
the case of independence of the margins, and l ¼ 1 is the case of complete
dependence (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Dependence function Dðt1; t2Þ ¼ 1 lminð1 t1; 1 t2; t1 þ t2Þ of the Marshall–Olkin df with
l ¼ 0:2 in dimension d ¼ 3:
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The corresponding dependence function is
Dlðt1;y; td1Þ ¼ 1 lmin 1 t1;y; 1 td1;
X
ipd1
ti
 !
:
Example 1.2 (Gumbel type B distribution in Rd). The standard Gumbel [20] df of
type B in Rd (Fig. 2)
GlðxÞ ¼ exp 
X
ipd
ðxiÞl
 !1=l0@
1
A; lX1
is max-stable with reverse exponential margins. It has the dependence function
Dlðt1;y; td1Þ ¼ tl1 þ?þ tld1 þ 1
X
ipd1
ti
 !l0@
1
A
1=l
:
Example 1.3 (Mardia’s distribution in Rd). Mardia’s [29] df in Rd
HðxÞ :¼ 1P
ipd expðxiÞ  ðd  1Þ
; xip0; 1pipd;
has reverse exponential margins, but it is not max-stable. Precisely, it satisﬁes
Hn
x
n
 
¼ 1
1þPipd exp xin  1  n-n-N exp
X
ipd
xi
 !
:
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Fig. 2. Dependence function Dðt1; t2Þ ¼ ðtl1 þ tl2 þ ð1 t1  t2ÞlÞ1=l of the Gumbel type B df with l ¼ 2 in
dimension d ¼ 3:
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A uniﬁed representation of the three preceding examples in terms of d-neigh-
borhoods of multivariate generalized Pareto distributions will be developed below
and in the next section.
In analogy to the univariate and bivariate case (see e.g. [11–13,16, Section 2]) we
deﬁne a generalized Pareto distribution (GP) corresponding to G in Rd by
WðxÞ :¼ 1þ logðGðxÞÞ
¼ 1þ
X
ipd
xi
 !
D
x1P
ipd xi
;y;
xd1P
ipdxi
 
; logðGðxÞÞX 1: ð5Þ
Each one-dimensional margin of W is the uniform distribution on ð1; 0Þ:
The GP corresponding to the Marshall–Olkin df is for instance
WlðxÞ ¼ 1þ ð1 lÞðx1 þ?þ xdÞ þ lminðx1;y; xdÞ;
for the Gumbel type B df it is
WlðxÞ ¼ 1
X
ipd
ðxiÞl
 !1=l
:
For a detailed account of parametric families of bivariate extreme value distributions
we refer to Section 3.4 of [28].
Now we are ready to deﬁne Pickands coordinates in arbitrary dimensions. Any
vector x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞAðN; 0d with xa0 can uniquely be represented as
x ¼ðx1 þ?þ xdÞ x1
x1 þ?þ xd ;y;
xd1
x1 þ?þ xd ; 1
x1 þ?þ xd1
x1 þ?þ xd
 
¼: c z1;y; zd1; 1
X
ipd1
zi
 !
;
where co0 and z ¼ ðz1;y; zd1ÞAR are the Pickands coordinates of x: They are
similar to Polar coordinates in Rd : The vector z represents the angle and the number
c the distance of x from the origin. Therefore, z and c are termed angular and
pseudo–radial component [31].
The following results exemplify the usefulness of Pickands coordinates in the EV
and GP models (3) and (5). Let H be an arbitrary df on ðN; 0d and put for zAR
and cp0:
HzðcÞ :¼ H c z1;y; zd1; 1
X
ipd1
zi
 ! !
: ð6Þ
With z being ﬁxed, Hz is a univariate df on ðN; 0: This can easily be
seen as follows. Let U ¼ ðU1;y; UdÞ be a rv with df H: Then we have
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HzðcÞ ¼ PðMz;UpcÞ; where
Mz;U :¼
max maxi:zi40
Ui
zi
; Ud
1
P
ipd1 zi
 
if 0oPipd1 zio1;
maxi:zi40
Ui
zi
if
P
ipd1 zi ¼ 1;
Ud if
P
ipd1 zi ¼ 0:
8>><
>>:
ð7Þ
Note that
HzðcÞ ¼ P max
ipd
Ui
zi
pc
 
;
where zd :¼ 1
P
ipd1 zi; if H is continuous at 0:
The df H is obviously uniquely determined by the family
PðHÞ :¼ fHz : zARg
of univariate dfs Hz: This family PðHÞ is the spectral decomposition of H: Note that
Hei is the ith margin of H; where ei is the ith unit vector in R
d1; 1pipd  1; and
H0 is the dth margin. The spectral decomposition of an EV and a GP is obvious.
Lemma 1.4. For a max-stable df G with reverse exponential margins we have
GzðcÞ ¼ expðcDðzÞÞ; cp0; zAR
and, thus, PðGÞ is the family of reverse exponential distributions with parameter
DðzÞ; zAR:
Lemma 1.5. For a GP WðxÞ ¼ 1þ logðGðxÞÞ ¼ 1þ ðPipd xiÞ
Dðx1=
P
ipd xi;y; xd1=
P
ipd xiÞ we obtain
WzðcÞ ¼ 1þ cDðz1;y; zd1Þ; cDðz1;y; zd1ÞX 1;
and, thus, PðWÞ is the family of uniform distributions on the interval
ð1=Dðz1;y; zd1Þ; 0Þ; zAR:
Note that Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 offer an immediate approach for the estimation of
the dependence function D in exact EV and GP models: see [6] and Section 2 in [12]
for the bivariate case. Pickands [33] estimator of the dependence function D is in
particular based on Lemma 1.4, applied to the bivariate case. The estimators of DðzÞ
and their limiting distributions provided there are can immediately be generalized to
arbitrary dimensions.
Pickands coordinates also offer an easy approach to show that the GP W ¼
1þ logðGÞ actually occurs as the limit distribution of exceedances under G: Choose
z ¼ ðz1;y; zd1ÞAR; put zd :¼ 1
P
ipd1 ziAð0; 1Þ; and let 04rn-0 be a sequence
of arbitrary negative numbers converging to 0 as n-N: Let U ¼ ðU1;y; UdÞ have
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df G: Then we obtain with 04c4 1=DðzÞ for the conditional distribution
PðUiXrnzijcjDðzÞ for some 1pipd j UiXrnzi for some 1pipdÞ
¼ 1 GðrnjcjDðzÞðz1;y; zdÞÞ
1 Gðrnðz1;y; zdÞÞ
¼ 1 expðrnjcjD
2ðzÞÞ
1 expðrnDðzÞÞ
¼ cDðzÞ þ OðrnÞ
¼ 1 WðczÞ þ OðrnÞ
¼ PðXiXczi for some 1pipdÞ þ OðrnÞ;
where X ¼ ðX1;y; XdÞ has df W : Note that this result remains true with the bound
OðjrnjdÞ in place of OðrnÞ; if we replace the df G of U by some df H in a d-neigh-
borhood of W ; deﬁned in Eq. (8) below.
2. Spectral d-neighborhoods of a GP in Rd
We can easily extend the deﬁnition of a d-neighborhood of bivariate GPs [12] to
arbitrary dimensions. The df H of the rv ðU1;y; UdÞ belongs to the spectral d-neigh-
borhood of the GP W ; or d-neighborhood for short, if H is continuous in a
neighborhood of 0ARd and satisﬁes the expansion
1 HzðcÞ ¼ ð1 WzðcÞÞð1þ OðjcjdÞÞ; zAR; ð8Þ
for some d40 as cm0: The GP G is, for example, in the d-neighborhood of the
corresponding GP W with d ¼ 1:
1 GzðcÞ ¼ 1 expðcDðzÞÞ
¼  cDðzÞð1þ OðcÞÞ
¼ ð1 WzðcÞÞð1þ OðcÞÞ;
recall that DðzÞX1=d for any zAR: Mardia’s df is in the d-neighborhood with d ¼ 1
of the GP W with dependence function DðzÞ ¼ 1; zAR:
Note that by putting z ¼ ei; 1pipd  1; and z ¼ 0; Eq. (8) implies that the
univariate margins of the df H are in the d-neighborhood of the uniform distribution
on ð1; 0Þ:
PðUi4cÞ ¼ jcjð1þ OðjcjdÞÞ; 1pipd:
In [14] it was proved that bivariate extremes of an iid sample of size n have rate of
convergence of order OðndÞ for some dAð0; 1 if and only if the underlying df H is in
the d-neighborhood of a GP. A careful inspection of the proof in the bivariate case
shows that the arguments carry over to the d-dimensional case i.e., we have the
following result. It generalizes univariate results by Falk and Marohn [10] and
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Kaufmann [27] to arbitrary dimensions. For related results on the rate of
convergence of multivariate extremes in terms of probability metrics we refer to
[22,32] as well as the references given there.
Theorem 2.1. Let H be a d-dimensional df.
(i) If H is for some dAð0; 1 in the d-neighborhood of the GP WðxÞ ¼ 1þ
logðGðxÞÞ; logðGðxÞÞX 1; then we have
sup
xAðN;0d
Hn
x
n
 
 GðxÞ
  ¼ OðndÞ:
(ii) Suppose that HzðcÞ as defined in (6) is differentiable with respect to c in a
neighborhood of 0 for any zAR i.e., hzðcÞ :¼ ð@=@cÞHzðcÞ exists for cAðe; 0Þ and
any zAR: Suppose, moreover, that Hz satisfies the von Mises condition
chzðcÞ
1 HzðcÞ ¼: 1þ ZzðcÞ-cm0 1; zAR;
with remainder term Zz satisfying
sup
zAR
Z 0
c
ZzðtÞ
t
dt

-cm0 0:
If
sup
xAðN;0d
Hn
x
n
 
 GðxÞ
  ¼ OðndÞ
for some dAð0; 1; then H is in the d-neighborhood of the GP W ¼ 1þ log G:
For Mardia’s distribution
HzðcÞ ¼ 1P
ipd1 expðcziÞ þ exp c
P
ipd1 zi  1
   ðd  1Þ
we have, for example,
1 HzðcÞ ¼ cð1þ OðcÞÞ
and
hzðcÞ ¼ 1þ OðcÞ
uniformly for zAR as cm0 and, thus,
ZzðcÞ ¼
chzðcÞ
1 HzðcÞ  1 ¼ OðcÞ;
uniformly for zAR: The conditions of Theorem 2.1 are, therefore, satisﬁed by
Mardia’s distribution with GðxÞ ¼ expðPipd xiÞ; x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞAðN; 0d ; and
d ¼ 1:
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3. Domain of attraction
The famous Gnedenko–de Haan Theorem (see e.g. Galambos [17])
provides necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for a univariate df to belong
to the domain of attraction of a univariate extreme value distribution. The
concept is less straightforward for the multivariate case; for various
characterizations of the domain of attraction of a multivariate EV we
refer to Section 3.2 of Kotz and Nadarajah [28] and to Section 5.4.2 of
Resnick [37], who uses multivariate regular variation. The spectral decom-
position provides the following comparatively simple univariate condition
for an arbitrary multivariate df H to belong to the domain of attraction of
an EV G with reverse exponential margins. A bivariate version of Theorem 3.1
was established in [14].
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that for any zAR
lim
cm0
1 HzðcÞ
jcj :¼ gðzÞ ð9Þ
exists with gðeiÞ ¼ 1 ¼ gð0Þ; 1pipd  1: Then, gðzÞ ¼: DðzÞ is a Pickands
dependence function and the df H is in the domain of attraction of the EV G with
standard reverse exponential margins and dependence function D: Precisely, we have
for cp0 and zAR
Hnz
c
n
 
¼ Hn c
n
z1;y; zd1; 1
X
ipd1
zi
 ! !
-n-N expðcDðzÞÞ:
Note that condition (9) is by Hoˆpital’s rule satisﬁed if H has a positive
derivative hzðcÞ ¼ ð@=@cÞHzðcÞ for co0 close to 0 and any z ¼ ðz1;y; zd1ÞAR
such that
lim
cm0
hzðcÞ ¼ gðzÞ;
exists, where gðeiÞ ¼ 1 ¼ gð0Þ; 1pipd  1:
If we weaken the condition gðeiÞ ¼ 1 ¼ gð0Þ to gðeiÞ40; 1pipd  1; gð0Þ40;
then we obtain
Hn
x
n
 
-n-N exp
X
ipd
xi
 !
g
x1P
ipd xi
;y;
xd1P
ipdxi
  !
¼: GðxÞ;
where G is a max-stable df i.e., Gnðx=nÞ ¼ GðxÞ: But it does not necessarily have
standard reverse exponential margins, since
Gð0;y; 0; xi; 0;y; 0Þ ¼
expðxigðeiÞÞ if ipd  1;
expðxdgð0ÞÞ if i ¼ d:

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In this case we obtain, however, for xAðN; 0d with ai :¼ 1=gðeiÞ; 1pipd  1;
ad :¼ 1=gð0Þ
Hn
1
n
ða1x1;y; adxdÞ
 
-n-N exp
X
ipd
aixi
 !
g
a1x1P
ipd aixi
;y;
ad1xd1P
ipd aixi
  !
¼ exp
X
ipd
xi
 !
D x1
X
ipd
,
xi;y; xd1
X
ipd
,
xi
 ! !
¼: Gðx1;y; xdÞ;
where with zd :¼ 1
P
ipd1 zi
Dðz1;y; zd1Þ :¼
X
ipd
aizi
 !
g
a1z1P
ipd aizi
;y;
ad1zd1P
ipd aizi
 
; zAR
is a Pickands dependence function and G is max-stable with standard reverse
exponential margins.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We have for any co0
lim
n-N
Hzðc=nÞ  1
c=n
¼ gðzÞ;
which yields
lim
n-N
nðHzðc=nÞ  1Þ ¼ cgðzÞ:
From the expansion logð1þ eÞ ¼ eþ Oðe2Þ; as e-0; we obtain
Hnz
c
n
 
¼ exp n log 1þ Hz c
n
 
 1
   
¼ exp n Hz c
n
 
 1
 
þ O 1
n
  
-n-N expðcgðzÞÞ:
We have, therefore, for any x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞAðN; 0d
Hn
x
n
 
-n-N exp
X
ipd
xi
 !
g
x1P
ipd xi
;y;
xd1P
ipd xi
  !
¼: GðxÞ ð10Þ
with the convention that the right hand side equals 1 if x ¼ 0:
From the fact that Hnð0;y; 0; xi=n; 0;y; 0Þ converges to expðxiÞ; xip0; 1pipd;
one concludes that g is continuous: We have for arbitrary x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞ;
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y ¼ ðy1;y; ydÞAðN; 0d
Hn
x
n
 
 Hn y
n
  
p
X
ipd
Hn 0;y; 0;
xi
n
; 0;y; 0
 
 Hn 0;y; 0; yi
n
; 0;y; 0
  ;
see Lemma 2.2.6 in [35]. By putting yi ¼ xi þ ei; 1pipd; where e1;y; ed are small
and eip0 if xi ¼ 0; we obtain, thus, by (10)
exp
X
ipd
ðxi þ eiÞ
 !
g
x1 þ e1P
ipd ðxi þ eiÞ
;y;
xd1 þ ed1P
ipdðxi þ eiÞ
  !
 exp
X
ipd
xi
 !
g
x1P
ipd ðxiÞ
;y;
xd1P
ipdðxiÞ
  !
p
X
ipd
jexpðxiÞ  expðxi þ eiÞj:
Letting ei-0; 1pipd; this inequality implies that gðzÞ; zAR; is a continuous
function. Hence, GðxÞ is by Lemma 7.2.1 in [35] a df on ðN; 0d : It is obviously
max-stable with standard reverse exponential margins and, hence, it coincides with
its Pickands representation in (10), which completes the proof. &
The following consequence of the preceding result provides a sufﬁcient condition
for H to belong to the d-neighborhood of a GP W :
Corollary 3.2. Suppose in addition to the assumptions of the preceding result that for
some dAð0; 1
hzðcÞ ¼ gðzÞð1þ OðjcjdÞÞ
as cm0 uniformly for zAR: Then H is in the d-neighborhood of the GP W with
dependence function g and the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 applies.
Proof. The assertion is immediate from the expansion
1 HzðcÞ ¼
Z
ðc;0Þ
hzðuÞ du ¼ jcjgðzÞð1þ OðjcjdÞÞ: &
For Mardia’s distribution we have, for example, hzðcÞ ¼ 1þ OðcÞ uniformly for
zAR as cm0: Consequently, by Corollary 3.2, Mardia’s distribution is in the d-
neighborhood with d ¼ 1 of the GP W with dependence function DðzÞ ¼ 1; zAR;
and Theorem 2.1 on the speed of convergence applies.
4. Best attainable rate of convergence of extremes
In this section we will establish as a main result a characterization of GPs in terms
of best attainable rate of convergence of extremes, equally standardized, based on
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independent copies of Mz;U deﬁned in (7). At ﬁrst, the usefulness of Mz;U is
highlighted by the following quick derivation of an estimator of the dependence
function D:
An equivalent formulation of the d-neighborhood condition (8) in terms
of Mz;U is
PðMz;U4cÞ ¼ cDðzÞð1þ OðjcjdÞÞ
uniformly for zAR as cm0: This suggests as an estimator of DðzÞ; based on n
independent copies V1;y; Vn of U ; the relative frequency
Dˆn;cðzÞ :¼ 1cn
X
ipn
1ðMz;Vi4cÞ:
We have
EðDˆn;cðzÞÞ ¼ DðzÞð1þ OðjcjdÞÞ
and
VarðDˆn;cðzÞÞ ¼ DðzÞjcjn ð1þ Oðjcj
dÞÞ:
The asymptotic normality of Dˆn;cðzÞ is now an immediate consequence of the
Moivre–Laplace theorem.
Lemma 4.1. If c ¼ cno0 satisfies njcj-N; njcj1þ2d-0 as n-N; then we have
ðnjcjÞ1=2ðDˆn;cðzÞ  DðzÞÞ-DNð0; DðzÞÞ;
provided the df of U is in the d-neighborhood of the GP with dependence function D:
The function Dˆn;cðzÞ is neither continuous nor convex in z: Convex
estimators of the dependence function for bivariate extreme value functions
were studied, for example, by Tiago de Oliveira [40,41], Deheuvels and
Tiago de Oliveira [7], Hall and Tajvidi [24] and Jime´nez et al. [26]. Kernel
and parametric estimators of the dependence function were investigated
by Smith et al. [39] and Abdous et al. [1]. An efﬁcient estimator in terms
of the canonical dependence function in bivariate POT models was derived
in [15]. For a survey of estimation in multivariate extreme value models we refer
to Section 3.6 of [28].
Now we come to the characterization of a multivariate GP in terms of best
attainable rate of extremes. Let U ð1Þ; U ð2Þ;y be a sequence of independent copies of
a random vector U with df H; which realizes in ðN; 0d : Then, Mz;U ð1Þ ; Mz;U ð2Þ ;y
deﬁnes for any zAR a sequence of univariate rvs with common df HzðcÞ ¼
Hðcðz1;y; zd1; 1
P
ipd1 ziÞÞ; cp0:
Denote for any nAN by Mz;1:npMz;2:npMz;n:n the ordered values of
Mz;U ð1Þ ;y; Mz;U ðnÞ ; so that Mz;nkþ1:n is the kth largest order statistic, k ¼ 1;y; n:
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Suppose that the df HðxÞ coincides with the GP WðxÞ ¼ 1þ logðGðxÞÞ for any x
in a neighborhood of 0: Then we obtain by elementary arguments
sup
zAR
sup
cp0
P nMz;nkþ1:np
c
DðzÞ
 
 P
X
jpk
xjpc
 !
 ¼ O kn
 
; ð11Þ
where x1; x2;y are iid rvs on ðN; 0Þ with common standard reverse exponential
distribution. This is a multivariate extension of Theorem 2.1.11 in Falk et al. [16].
But also the reverse conclusion holds, as the subsequent Corollary 4.3 shows by
putting gðxÞ ¼ Cx: The following result extends the main result in [9] to arbitrary
dimensions. We suppose that the df H is continuous near 0 and that HzðcÞ is a
strictly increasing function in cA½c0; 0 for all zAR and some c0o0:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that there exist norming constants az;n40; bz;nAR such that
Dðn; kÞ
:¼ sup
zAR
sup
cAR
PððMz;nkþ1:n  bz;nÞ=az;npcÞ  P
X
jpk
xjpc
 !
-n-N0
for any sequence k ¼ kðnÞAf1;y; ng; nAN; with k=n-n-N0: Then there exist
positive integers a1; a2;y; ad such that
HðxÞ ¼ W x1
a1
;y;
xd
ad
 
for all x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞ in a neighborhood of 0, where W ¼ 1þ logðGÞ is a GP.
The following consequence is obvious.
Corollary 4.3. If there exist norming constants az;n40; bz;nAR such that
sup
zAR
sup
cAR
PððMz;nkþ1:n  bz;nÞ=az;npcÞ  P
X
jpk
xjpc
 !
pgðk=nÞ;
where g : ½0; 1-R satisfies limx-0 gðxÞ ¼ 0; then the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 holds.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By repeating the arguments in the proof of the main result
in [9], one shows that there exists c0o0 such that for any zAR and any 0Xc; c0Xc0
1 HzðcÞ
c
¼ 1 Hzðc
0Þ
c0
:
This implies the representation
HzðcÞ ¼ 1þ cAðzÞ; zAR; 0XcXc0;
where
AðzÞ :¼ 1 Hzðc
0Þ
jc0j
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is independent of c0: The function AðzÞ will not be a Pickands dependence function as
it does not necessarily satisfy AðeiÞ ¼ 1 ¼ Að0Þ; for example, where ei is the ith unit
vector in Rd1 and 0ARd1 as well.
Put for 1pipd  1
ai :¼ 1
AðeiÞ and ad :¼
1
Að0Þ:
Then we obtain for x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞa0 in a neighborhood of 0
Hða1x1;y; adxdÞ
¼ 1þ ða1x1 þ?þ adxdÞA a1x1P
ipd aixi
;y;
ad1xd1P
ipd aixi
 
¼ 1þ ðx1 þ?þ xdÞD x1P
ipd xi
;y;
xd1P
ipd xi
 
¼: Hðx1;y; xdÞ;
where with zd :¼ 1
P
ipd1 zi
DðzÞ :¼ ða1z1 þ?þ ad1zd1 þ adzdÞA a1z1P
ipd aizi
;y;
ad1zd1P
ipd aizi
 
for any zAR:
Note that
DðeiÞ ¼ 1 ¼ Dð0Þ
and that for x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞAðN; 0d ; xa0;
H
x
n
 n
-n-N exp ðx1 þ?þ xdÞD x1P
ipd xi
;y;
xd1P
ipd xi
  
¼: GðxÞ:
G is, therefore, an EV with standard reverse exponential margins and, thus, D is by
the Pickands representation of an EV necessarily a dependence function. This
completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. &
5. The distribution of the Pickands transform
In the following we will compute the distribution of the Pickands transform ðZ; CÞ
of a rv U in Rd : We will show that in a Pickands d-neighborhood of a GP with
uniform margins, the radial and the angular component are asymptotically
independent as the radial component approaches 0. In case of a GP, both are
independent. This entails the approximation of the point process of the exceedances
in a POT-model by a limiting process in variational distance, where the exceedances
are deﬁned via the radial components of the Pickands transform. We start with some
basic auxiliary results.
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Let U ¼ ðU1;y; UdÞ be an arbitrary rv, which takes values in ðN; 0d and
denote its df by H: Suppose that H has continuous partial derivatives of order d near
0ARd : Then
hðx1;y; xdÞ :¼ @
d
@x1?@xd
Hðx1;y; xdÞ
is a density of H in a neighborhood of 0 (see e.g. [2, Theorem A.2.2]). Deﬁne the
transformation T : ðN; 0d \f0g-R  ðN; 0Þ by
TðxÞ :¼ x1
x1 þ?þ xd ;y;
xd1
x1 þ?þ xd ; x1 þ?þ xd
 
¼: ðz; cÞ;
which is the transformation of x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞ onto its Pickands coordinates z ¼
ðz1;y; zd1Þ; c: This mapping is one-to-one with the inverse function
T1ðz; cÞ ¼ c z1;y; zd1; 1
X
ipd1
zi
 !
:
Lemma 5.1. If the df H of ðU1;y; UdÞ has continuous partial derivatives of order d
near 0, then there exists c0o0 such that the Pickands transform ðZ; CÞ ¼
TðU1;y; UdÞ has on R  ðc0; 0Þ the density
f ðz; cÞ ¼ jcjd1hðT1ðz; cÞÞ:
Proof. Put for x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞAðN; 0d ; xa0;
giðxÞ :¼ xi
x1 þ?þ xn; 1pipd  1;
and
gðxÞ :¼ ðg1ðxÞ;y; gd1ðxÞÞ:
Then we have
TðxÞ ¼ ðgðxÞ; x1 þ?þ xnÞ
and the d  d functional matrix of T is
JðxÞ ¼
x1þ?þxdx1
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2
x2
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2 ?
xd1
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2 1
x1
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2
x1þ?þxdx2
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2 ?
xd1
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2 1
^ & ^ ^
x1
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2
x2
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2 ?
x1þ?þxdxd1
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2 1
x1
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2
x2
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2 ?
xd1
ðx1þ?þxd Þ2 1
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
:
As a consequence we obtain by elementary matrix manipulation
jdetðJðT1ðz; cÞÞÞj ¼ 1
jcjd1
:
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The transformation theorem for densities now implies that the vector ðZ; CÞ ¼
TðU1;y; UdÞ has the density
f ðz; cÞ ¼ hðT1ðz; cÞÞjdetðJðT1ðz; cÞÞÞj ¼ jcjd1hðT1ðz; cÞÞ
on R  ½c0; 0Þ if c0o0 is close to 0. &
Lemma 5.2. Consider a GP WðxÞ ¼ 1þ ðPipd xiÞDðx1=Pipd xi;y; xd1=Pipd xiÞ;
where the dependence function D has continuous partial derivatives of order d: Let
ðU1;y; UdÞ be a rv with df W : The Pickands transform TðU1;y; UdÞ ¼ ðZ; CÞ then
has on R  ð1; 0Þ a density f ðz; cÞ; which is independent of c i.e.,
f ðz; cÞ ¼ jcjd1 @
d
@x1?@xd
W
 
ðT1ðz; cÞÞ
¼jðzÞ; zAR; cAð1; 0Þ:
Proof. We ﬁrst prove by induction that for zAR and cAð1; 0Þ
@m
@x1?@xm
WðxÞ
¼ 1ðx1 þ?þ xdÞm1
jm
x1
x1 þ?þ xd ;y;
xd1
x1 þ?þ xd
 
; 1pmpd;
ð12Þ
where jm : R-½0;NÞ; 1pmpd:
We use in the sequel the notation in the proof of Lemma 5.1 i.e., giðxÞ ¼
xi=ðx1 þ?þ xdÞ; 1pipd  1; x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞ; g ¼ ðg1;y; gd1Þ:
Applying the chain rule for functions with several arguments we obtain
@
@x1
WðxÞ ¼ @
@x1
ððx1 þ?þ xdÞDðgðxÞÞÞ
¼DðgðxÞÞ þ ðx1 þ?þ xdÞ @
@x1
DðgðxÞÞ
¼DðgðxÞÞ þ ðx1 þ?þ xdÞ @
@z1
D
 
ðgðxÞÞ @
@x1
g1ðxÞ

þ @
@z2
D
 
ðgðxÞÞ @
@x1
g2ðxÞ þ?þ @
@zd1
D
 
ðgðxÞÞ @
@x1
gd1ðxÞ

¼DðgðxÞÞ þ @
@z1
D
 
ðgðxÞÞ 1 x1
x1 þ?þ xd
 
 @
@z2
D
 
ðgðxÞÞ x2
x1 þ?þ xd ?
@
@zd1
D
 
ðgðxÞÞ xd1
x1 þ?þ xd
¼:j1
x1
x1 þ?þ xd ;y;
xd1
x1 þ?þ xd
 
i.e., the decomposition (12) is true for m ¼ 1: Suppose now that it is true
for mpd  1:
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Applying the chain rule again we obtain
@mþ1
@x1?@xmþ1
WðxÞ
¼ @
@xmþ1
ððx1 þ?þ xdÞmþ1jmðgðxÞÞÞ
¼ ðm þ 1Þðx1 þ?þ xdÞmjmðgðxÞÞ
þ ðx1 þ?þ xdÞmþ1 @
@z1
jm
 
ðgðxÞÞ @
@xmþ1
g1ðxÞ

þ @
@z2
jm
 
ðgðxÞÞ @
@xmþ1
g2ðxÞ þ?þ @
@zd1
jm
 
ðgðxÞÞ @
@xmþ1
gd1ðxÞ

¼ ðm þ 1Þðx1 þ?þ xdÞmjmðgðxÞÞ
þ ðx1 þ?þ xdÞm @
@z1
jm
 
ðgðxÞÞ 1 x1
x1 þ?þ xd
 
 @
@z2
jm
 
ðgðxÞÞ x2
x1 þ?þ xd?
@
@zd1
jm
 
ðgðxÞÞ xd1
x1 þ?þ xd

¼: ðx1 þ?þ xdÞmjmþ1ðgðxÞÞ;
which is (12).
The transformation theorem for densities together with Eq. (12) for m ¼ d and
Lemma 5.1 now imply that TðU1;y; UdÞ ¼ ðZ; CÞ has on R  ð0;1Þ the density
f ðz; cÞ ¼ jcjd1 @
d
@x1?@xd
W
 
ðT1ðz; cÞÞ ¼ jdðz1;y; zd1Þ ¼ jðzÞ;
which proves Lemma 5.2. &
The following result extends the bivariate Theorem 1.2 in [13] to arbitrary
dimension.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that ðU1;y; UdÞ follows a GP W ; where the dependence
function D has continuous partial derivatives of order d and the density jðzÞ ¼
jcjd1ð@d=ð@x1?@xdÞWÞðT1ðz; cÞÞ of the Pickands transform has positive mass on R:
m :¼
Z
R
jðzÞ dz40:
Then we have for c0Að1; 0Þ the following facts:
(i) Conditional on C ¼ U1 þ?þ Ud4c0; the angular component Z ¼
ðU1=C;y; Ud1=CÞ and the radial component C of the Pickands transform are
independent.
(ii) C is on ð1; 0Þ uniformly distributed, precisely
PðC4c0Þ ¼ mjc0j
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and, thus,
PðCXcjC4c0Þ ¼ c
c0
; c0pcp0:
(iii) Conditional on C4c0; Z has the density
f ðzÞ ¼ jðzÞ
m
; zAR:
Proof. We have for c0Að1; 0Þ
PðC4c0Þ ¼PðC4c0; ZARÞ
¼
Z
ðc0;0Þ
Z
R
f ðz; cÞ dz dc
¼
Z
ðc0;0Þ
Z
R
jðzÞ dz dc ¼ jc0jm;
which proves (i).
Further, we have for any Borel measurable set BCR by (i)
PðZABjC4c0Þ ¼PðZAB; C4c0Þ
PðC4c0Þ
¼ 1jc0jm
Z
B
Z
ðc0;0Þ
jðzÞ dc dz ¼ 1
m
Z
B
jðzÞ dz;
which proves (iii).
Finally, we have for c0oco0
PðZAB; CXcjC4c0Þ ¼PðZAB; CXcÞ
PðC4c0Þ ¼
1
mjc0j
Z
B
Z
ðc;0Þ
jðzÞ dc dz
¼ 1
m
Z
B
jðzÞ dz jcjjc0j ¼ PðZABjCXc0ÞPðCXcjCXc0Þ
by (ii) and (iii). This completes the proof of the theorem. &
We can easily extend Theorem 5.3 to Pickands d-neighborhoods of GPs. Let
U ¼ ðU1;y; UdÞ be a random vector such that the corresponding Pickands
transform ðZ; CÞ has for some c0o0 a density f ðz; cÞ on R  ðc0; 0Þ: Suppose that
the density has for some d40 the expansion
f ðz; cÞ ¼ jðzÞ þ OðjcjdÞ
uniformly for zAR: Then we say that the df H of U is in the Pickands d-neighborhood
of the GP W with dependence function D:
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The max-stable df G is, for example, in the Pickands d-neighborhood of W ¼
1þ logðGÞ with d ¼ 1 as can be seen as follows. Let the EV G have dependence
function D: We require that D satisﬁes the conditions of the preceding theorem.
Then we have for x close to 0
@d
@x1?@xd
GðxÞ ¼GðxÞ @
d
@x1?@xd
WðxÞ þ GðxÞrðxÞ
¼ ð1þ Oðx1 þ?þ xdÞÞ @
d
@x1?@xd
WðxÞ þ GðxÞrðxÞ;
where the remainder term r is a sum of products of partial derivatives of W of total
order lower than d: By using arguments completely analogous to (12) one concludes
that rðxÞ ¼ Oð1=ðx1 þ?þ xdÞd2Þ and, hence,
@d
@x1?@xd
GðxÞ
¼ 1
ðx1 þ?þ xdÞd1
j
x1
x1 þ?þ xd ;y;
xd1
x1 þ?þ xd
 
þ Oð1=ðx1 þ?þ xdÞd2Þ:
Consequently, ðZ; CÞ ¼ TðU1;y; UdÞ has in this case the density
f ðz; cÞ ¼ jðz1;y; zd1Þ þ OðjcjÞ
uniformly for z ¼ ðz1;y; zd1ÞAR as c-0: Recall that j is the density of
TðU1;y; UdÞ in case of a GP. We have, moreover,
PðC4cÞ ¼
Z
R
Z
ðc;0
f ðz; cÞ dc dz
¼ jcj
Z
R
jðzÞ dz þ Oðc2Þ:
The df of Z in the bivariate case with underlying max-stable df G has been derived by
Ghoudi et al. [19]; under the additional assumption that the second derivative of the
dependence function D exists, the density of ðC; ZÞ was derived by Deheuvels [6].
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that the df H of U is for some d40 in the Pickands d-neigh-
borhood of the GP W with dependence function D: Suppose that m ¼ R
R
jðzÞ dz40:
Conditional on C4c0; the corresponding transform ðZ; C=c0Þ then has a density
fc0ðz; cÞ which satisfies
fc0ðz; cÞ ¼
jðzÞ
m
þ Oðjc0jdÞ
uniformly on R  ð0; 1Þ as c0m0:
Corollary 5.5. Under the conditions of the previous theorem, Z and C=c0 are
asymptotically for c0m0 independent, conditional on C4c0; where Z has in the limit the
density f ðzÞ ¼ jðzÞ=m and C=c0 is uniformly on ð0; 1Þ distributed. Precisely, let Z; C
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be independent rvs, Z having density f on R and C being uniformly on ð0; 1Þ
distributed. Denote by B the s-field of Borel sets in R  ½0; 1: Then we obtain from
Theorem 5.4 that
sup
BAB
jPððZ; C=c0ÞABjC4c0Þ  PððZ; CÞABÞj
¼ 1
2
Z
R
Z
½0;1
jfc0ðz; cÞ  f ðzÞj dc dz ¼ Oðjc0jdÞ:
The asymptotic independence of Z and C; conditional on C4c0 explains,
why the intensity measure of the limiting Poisson process of the sequence
of point processes of exceedances in Corollary 5.7 below factorizes across radial
and angular components, which was ﬁrst observed by de Haan [21]; see also Section
8.3.2 of [4].
Let now U ðiÞ ¼ ðU ðiÞ1 ;y; U ðiÞd Þ; 1pipn; be iid rvs with common df H; which is in
a Pickands d-neighborhood of a GP with m ¼ R
R
jðzÞ dz40: Denote by
ðZðiÞ; CðiÞÞ; 1pipn; the corresponding Pickands transforms.
Fix a threshold c0o0 and consider only those observations among the sample
ðZðiÞ; CðiÞ=c0Þ; 1pipn; with CðiÞ4c0: We denote these by ðZ˜ðjÞ; C˜ðjÞ=c0Þ; 1pjpKðnÞ;
where KðnÞ ¼Pjpn1ðCðjÞ4c0Þ is binomial Bðn; pðc0ÞÞ distributed with parameters n
and pðc0Þ ¼ PðCðjÞ4c0Þ ¼ jc0jðm þ Oðjc0jdÞÞ:
We obtain from Theorem 1.3.1 in [16] that the exceedances ðZ˜ðjÞ; C˜ðjÞ=c0Þ; j ¼
1; 2;y; are independent copies of ðZ˜; C˜=c0Þ; which realizes in R  ½0; 1 and has
the distribution PððZ; C=c0ÞA  jC4c0Þ: From Corollary 5.5 we deduce in the
sequel that the empirical point process of the exceedances can be approximated
in variational distance within the bound Oðnjc0j1þdÞ by the empirical point
process of ðZj ; Cj Þ; 1pjpKðnÞ; which are independent copies of ðZ; CÞ deﬁned
in Corollary 5.5.
We represent the sample ðZ˜ðjÞ; C˜ðjÞ=c0Þ; 1pjpKðnÞ; by means of the empirical
point process
Nn;c0 :¼
X
jpKðnÞ
eðZ˜ðjÞ;C˜ðjÞ=c0Þ:
The empirical process Nn;c0 is a random element in the set MðR  ½0; 1Þ of all ﬁnite
point measures on ðR  ½0; 1;BÞ; equipped with the smallest s-ﬁeld MðR  ½0; 1Þ
such that for any BAB the projectionMðR  ½0; 1Þ{m/mðBÞ is measurable; see e.g.
Section 1.1 of [36] for details.
Let ðZ1; C1Þ; ðZ2; C2Þ;y be independent copies of ðZ; CÞ; which are also
independent of KðnÞ: Denote by
Nn;c0 :¼
X
jpKðnÞ
eðZ
j
;C
j
Þ
the point process pertaining to ðZ1; C1Þ;y; ðZKðnÞ; CKðnÞÞ: By dðx; ZÞ we denote the
variational distance between two random elements x; Z in an arbitrary measurable
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space ðM;MÞ:
dðx; ZÞ ¼ sup
MAM
jPðxAMÞ  PðZAMÞj:
Theorem 5.6. Suppose that the df of U is for some d40 in the Pickands d-neigh-
borhood of a GP with dependence function D: We assume that m ¼ R
R
jðzÞ dz40:
Then we have
dðNn;c0 ; Nn;c0Þ ¼ Oðnjc0j
1þdÞ:
Proof. From Corollary 1.2.4 in [16] together with Corollary 5.5 we obtain
dðNn;c0 ; Nn;c0ÞpEðKðnÞÞdððZ˜; C˜=c0Þ; ðZ; CÞÞ ¼ Oðnjc0j1þdÞ: &
We replace now the binomial distributed random variable KðnÞ by a Poisson
distributed one tðnÞ with parameter EðtðnÞÞ ¼ njc0jm; which is stochastically
independent of ðZ1; C1Þ; ðZ2 ; C2Þ;y: From the triangular inequality, Lemmata 1.2.1,
1.2.2, 3.1.4 in [16] and Theorem 5.6 we derive the bound
d Nn;c0 ;
X
jptðnÞ
eðZ
j
;C
j
Þ
0
@
1
A ¼ Oðnjc0j1þd þ jc0j þ ðnjc0jÞ1=2jc0jdÞ:
Choose Ko0 and put c0 ¼ K=n: Then we obtain
dðNn;K=n; NKÞ ¼ OðndÞ;
where
NK :¼
X
jptðnÞ
eðZ
j
;C
j
Þ
is a Poisson process with intensity measure
nðBÞ ¼EðNKðBÞÞ ¼ EðtðnÞÞPððZ; CÞABÞ
¼ jK jm
Z
B
f ðzÞ dc dz ¼ jKj
Z
B
jðzÞ dc dz; BAB;
which is independent of n:
Since the function TðxÞ ¼ ðz; cÞ is one-to-one, we obtain now the following result,
which goes back to de Haan [21]; see also Section 8.3.2 of [4]. It provides in addition
a bound for the rate of convergence of
NKn :¼
X
jpKðnÞ
eðn=KÞU˜ðjÞ ¼
X
jpKðnÞ
eT1ðZ˜ðjÞ;C˜ðjÞ=ðK=nÞÞ
to the Poisson process
NKT :¼
X
jptðnÞ
eT1ðZ
j
;C
j
Þ;
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whose intensity measure factorizes across radial and angular components. By
U˜ð1Þ; U˜ð2Þ;y we denote those observations in the sample U ð1Þ;y; U ðnÞ whose radial
Pickands coordinates satisfy CðiÞXK=n:
Corollary 5.7. With the preceding notation we have under the conditions of
Theorem 5.6 for any Ko0
dðNKn ; NKT Þ ¼ dðNn;K=n; NKÞ ¼ OðndÞ:
6. The Pickands transform in the general case
In this section we will introduce the Pickands transform for a d-dimensional max-
stable df G with arbitrary univariate extreme value margins.
The family of nondegenerate univariate extreme value dfs can be parametrized by
aAR; with
FaðxÞ :¼
expððxÞaÞ; xp0
1; x40

for a40;
FaðxÞ :¼
0; xp0
expðxaÞ; x40

for ao0
and
F0ðxÞ :¼ expðexÞ; xAR;
being the family of (reverse) Weibull, Fre´chet and the Gumbel distribution;
see e.g. [17]. Note that F1 is the reverse exponential df.
We denote in the following by Ga with a ¼ ða1;y; adÞARd a d-dimensional max-
stable df, whose ith univariate margin is equal to Fai ; 1pipd: The corresponding
GP is deﬁned by
WaðxÞ ¼ 1þ logðGaðxÞÞ; 1þ logðGaðxÞÞX0:
The univariate margins of Wa are the usual one dimensional GPs [16]. The df G with
reverse exponential margins and the corresponding GP W ; which we considered in
the preceding sections, would now be denoted by Gð1;y;1Þ and Wð1;y;1Þ:
The following auxiliary function will be crucial for our further investigation.
Put for xAR with 0oFaiðxÞo1
caiðxÞ :¼ logðFaiðxÞÞ
¼
ðxÞai ; xo0 if ai40
xai ; x40 if aio0
ex; xAR if ai ¼ 0:
8><
>:
Note that cai is a strictly monotone and continuous function, whose range is
ðN; 0Þ:
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The deﬁnition of the Pickands transform for arbitrary Ga and Wa will be based on
the next result; its proof is straightforward.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that the random vector ðX1;y; XdÞ has the df Ga: Put
Ui :¼ caiðXiÞ; 1pipd:
Then ðU1;y; UdÞ has common df Gð1;y;1Þ:
Lemma 6.1 can also be formulated as
Gaðc1a1 ðx1Þ;y;c1ad ðxdÞÞ ¼ Gð1;y;1Þðx1;y; xdÞ; xio0; 1pipd:
The max-stability of Ga is, thus, preserved by the transformation of each univariate
margin onto the reverse exponential distribution.
Corollary 6.2. Suppose that ðX1;y; XdÞ has common df Wa: Put
Ui :¼ caiðXiÞ; 1pipd:
Then ðU1;y; UdÞ has common df Wð1;y;1Þ:
The preceding result can also be formulated as
Waðc1a1 ðx1Þ;y;c1ad ðxdÞÞ ¼ Wð1;y;1Þðx1;y; xdÞ; xio0; 1pipd:
As a consequence of the preceding results we can represent an arbitrary Ga as
Gaðx1;y; xdÞ
¼ Gð1;y;1Þðca1ðx1Þ;y;cad ðxdÞÞ
¼ exp
X
ipd
caiðxiÞ
 !
D
ca1ðx1ÞP
ipdcaiðxiÞ
;y;
cad1ðxd1ÞP
ipd caiðxiÞ
  !
¼: expðcaDðzaÞÞ;
where D is a dependence function as deﬁned in (4). Equally, we have
Waðx1;y; xdÞ ¼ Wð1;y;1Þðca1ðx1Þ;y;cad ðxdÞÞ ¼ 1þ caDðzaÞ;
whenever 1þ caDðzaÞX0:
The functions ca and za now provide the Pickands transform of a random vector
ðX1;y; XdÞ with df Ga or Ha:
Ca :¼
X
ipd
caiðXiÞ;
Za :¼
ca1ðX1Þ
Ca
;y;
cad ðXd1Þ
Ca
 
:
By the fact that Ui ¼ caiðXiÞ; 1pipd; have joint df Gð1;y;1Þ or Wð1;y;1Þ; it is obvious
that Theorems 5.3, 5.4 and Corollary 5.5 on the (asymptotic) distribution and
independence of the Pickands transform in the case a ¼ 1 immediately carry over to
Ca and Za with arbitrary a:
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Put for Ga
Gca ðx1;y; xdÞ :¼ Gaðc1a1 ðx1Þ;y;c1ad ðxdÞÞ;
where xio0; 1pipd: From Lemma 6.1 we know that Gca ¼ Gð1;y;1Þ and, hence, we
obtain from Lemma 1.4 for the spectral decomposition of Gca
ðGca ÞzðcÞ ¼Ga c1a1 ðcz1Þ;y;c1ad1ðczd1Þ;c1ad c 1
X
ipd1
zi
 ! ! !
¼ expðcDðzÞÞ; co0; zAR: ð13Þ
PðGca Þ is, thus, the family of reverse exponential distributions with parameter
DðzÞ; zAR:
Equally, we obtain for
Wca ðx1;y; xdÞ :¼ Waðc1a1 ðx1Þ;y;c1ad ðxdÞÞ
from Corollary 6.2 and Lemma 1.5
ðWca ÞzðcÞ ¼Wa c1a ðcz1Þ;y;c1a c 1
X
ipd1
zi
 ! ! !
¼ 1þ cDðz1;y; zd1Þ; cDðz1;y; zd1ÞX 1:
Thus, PðWca Þ is the family of uniform distributions on the interval
ð1=Dðz1;y; zd1Þ; 0Þ; zAR: The results of the preceding sections now carry over
to PðGca Þ and PðWca Þ:
Example 6.3 (Bivariate Hu¨sler–Reiss distribution). Consider the bivariate
Hu¨sler–Reiss [25] distribution with parameter lA½0;NÞ (Fig. 3)
Hlðx1; x2Þ
¼ exp F lþ x1  x2
2l
 
ex2  F lþ x2  x1
2l
 
ex1
 
; x1; x2AR;
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Fig. 3. Dependence functions of the bivariate Hu¨sler–Reiss df with parameters l ¼ 1; 1:5; 2; 2:5; from
bottom to top.
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where F denotes the standard normal df. Hl is max-stable with Gumbel margins i.e.,
we have Hl ¼ Gð0;0Þ: From representation (13) we obtain that for co0 and zA½0; 1
Hlðc10 ðczÞ;c10 ðcð1 zÞÞÞ
¼ HlðlogðzÞ  logðjcjÞ;logð1 zÞ  logðjcjÞÞ
 F lþ logðz=ð1 zÞÞ
2l
 
elogðjcjzÞ

¼ exp c F lþ logðð1 zÞ=zÞ
2l
 
ð1 zÞ þ F lþ logðz=ð1 zÞÞ
2l
 
z
  
¼: expðcDðzÞÞ;
where DðzÞ; zA½0; 1; is a dependence function as deﬁned in (4).
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